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6 ways to improve your AVD experience with ControlUp

• Reduce the cost of AVD
• Actionable AVD insights
• End-to-end AVD monitoring
• AVD troubleshooting & remediation
• Community script action library
• Easy to set up, use & buy
#1 Reduce AVD cost

ControlUp maximizes the total cost of ownership of Azure and Azure Virtual Desktop by:

- Reducing session timers after hours
- Logging off an idle user after a specific period of inactivity
- Optimize deallocated Azure VMs
#2 Actionable AVD insights

ControlUp for AVD Insights dashboard summarizes daily key findings and highlights anomalies, key performance indicators (KPIs), and other metrics that could negatively affect the performance of your AVD environment.

One area customers love most is the performance metrics in our dashboards that give you information about how your environment compares to our Global Benchmark, which consists of anonymized data we aggregate for all ControlUp customers.
ControlUp has shown big increases [in productivity]; it’s been a huge part of building out our new infrastructure

Mike Ryan | Lead Infrastructure Architect, AmeriTrust
#3 End-to-end AVD monitoring

ControlUp collects thousands of AVD data points that refresh in real-time and holds the data for up to a year to ensure that IT never misses important metrics, metadata, or events that impact the employee experience. This enables IT to deliver solutions quickly, putting an end to employees’ frustration and giving them a smooth, seamless digital experience to stay productive.
With a lightweight, non-intrusive user-mode agent, ControlUp detects critical issues such as:

- Network latency
- Internet gateway bandwidth
- Application response time
- CPU load
- Long logon durations
- Poor application performance
- Slow home networking and Wi-Fi issues
Probably the most cost-effective monitoring tool I have ever purchased in my 30 years within the IT industry. Does what it says and for an incredible price. ControlUp is a no brainer.

Sean Whetstone | Head of IT Services
ControlUp has hundreds of out-of-the-box scripts and a community-driven program that adds new script actions. ControlUp Script-based Actions are executed manually or triggered automatically based on metrics or events. Scripts can leverage ControlUp metrics simply by adding an argument and selecting the metrics you want. All this without the need for engaging with support or consultants. Community scripts can be modified and repurposed by admins, if required or used in their original form.
#6 Easy to set up, use & buy

With ControlUp for AVD, setup is a snap. You download, install, and start to see the users’ digital experience in just 10 minutes. You don’t have to deal with a sales team, get involved with consulting agreements, and there are no hidden costs. After your trial, simply purchase ControlUp and move your PoC into production (Download here).
Conclusion

ControlUp gives you and your team the tools you need to observe, analyze, and optimize digital experiences anytime, anywhere, and on any workspace.

Improve your AVD experience with ControlUp:
- Reduce the cost of AVD
- End-to-end AVD monitoring
- AVD troubleshooting
- Community script action library
- Easy to set up, use & buy

Request a demo